Declaration of
Criminalise Nuclear War Systems conference I
In Saga House Undīne, Dubulti, Jūrmala, Latvia.
Initial meetings: June 1-7th 12.015
A series of quarterly week-long Conferences
International Foundation for Research on Radioactivity Risk, www.IFRRR.org, proudly
presents the declaration of the first of the conferences organized by Baltic Sea Region
Radioactivity Watch in Sweden and Environmental Research SIA in Latvia. The goal of the
conference Criminalize Nuclear War Systems (CNWS) is to establish a platform for a global
network of independent indigenous judges criminalising the current systems that have
brought us to the Nuclear War risk and offering solutions to reach safe systems. Strategy is
to exclude research that is at the services of military or other corporate businesses and to
present radically honest work by independent scientists spreading their findings to those in
power.
Independent scientists of the “CNWS conference I” hereby provide SOS decisions to any
locals in power telling them to scan the societies they govern systemically and replace the
systemic errors of Nuclear War risk into systems creating thriving societies of Peace-LoveUnderstanding. These are the orders. Indeed - not following them will keep the society close
to the risk of extinction. This is not a drill, but true emergency and a real solution.
Method is scientific and administrative - to criminalise genocidal systems without hurting
people within them and to speed up the processes of updating healthy systems.
Referee judges of CNWS agreed on the following primary parameters in criminalization of
the matrix of Systems Supporting Nuclear War (NW).
1. We rely on the wisdom and virtues of local indigenous people as a fundamental
competence to manage the lands and property of their predecessors and to decide
on the power systems.
2. We criminalise the global New World Order corporation that has replaced sovereign
states by corrupting the governments and parliaments through godless laws and
monetary fraud.
3. We use the ECRR- radiation model instead of ICRP to predict radioactivity risk
4. We criminalise Nuclear weapons and their industries.
5. We criminalise all scientific institutions that support the concept of nuclear war and
war as such.
6. We criminalise global financial corporations - IMF, World Bank, Bis.org, Unidroit etc
and call for Bretton Woods II like meeting for sovereign National currencies.
7. We criminalise corporate administrative institutions that administer expropriation of
property of local people, and commercial banks that finance nuclear war possibility
8. We criminalise corporate media that provides disinformation to people.
9. We criminalise religious institutions that stop human communication with the higher
forces and support nuclear war systems.
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10. We criminalise education systems that support nuclear war systems.
11. We criminalise institutions destroying health and environment.
12. We deconstruct NATO and all other war mangling corporations.
13. We deconstruct EURATOM.
14. We Love every human being, Protect their divine rights and Understand them.

Signatours
The Court of 9 Indigenous Experts
Ditta Rietuma (Latvians, Swedes),
Christopher Busby (English, Welsh and Africans),
Henning Witte (Germans and Swedes),
Agneta Norberg (Swedes),
Georgij Lepin (Belorussians),
Leuren Moret (North Americans),
Gen Morita (Japanese),
Aleksej Yablokov (Russians),
Lars Solstrale (Swedes).

Contact:
Ditta Rietuma
Email: info@bsrrw.org
Tel.:
+46-703 999 069
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